
Master Details 
These Master details are a master copy of the players details which are used by the player in all 
tournament they participate in. It can also displays details of a player from the ECF Grading or FIDE 
Rating list. 

 

Forename/Surname/Title 
This is the name of the player, Surname is Mandatory. Forename and Title (e.g. Mr, Mrs) are 
optional. 

Gender 
Gender of the player. If the player is involved in a tournament which is being submitted for ECF 
Grading, gender should be entered for new players. 

DOB/Age 
Date of birth of the player, age is derived. If the player is involved in a tournament which is being 
submitted for ECF Grading, date of birth should be entered for new players. 

Home 
Optional. Home phone number. Information only 

Work 
Optional. Work phone number. Information only 



Mobile 
Optional. Mobile phone number. Information only. 

Email 
Optional. Email address for the player. Information only  

Address/County/Postcode/Country 
Optional. The address of the contact, including the county, postcode and country. If necessary, it is 
used on the ECF Grading submission file if an email address has not been entered. 

User defined Fields 
Optional. These are four fields that can be used for any purpose. The names of the fields can be 
changed in settings and will be used for all players in the tournament. 

Notes 
Free format notes on the player.  

Exclude player from Results Service 
Optional: If this is checked, this person’s details (name, club/nation, ECF Code/FIDE No) will be 
replaced by ‘********’ on the UTU Results Service for all tournaments which include this player. The 
grade, all pairings and results will be shown for the player so that the Cross table is complete. 

Local Details 
Local details for the player. Local grades/ratings can be entered and these may be used when 
deriving the tournament grade/rating for a in a tournament. 

Method 
Optional. The Grading calculation method relating to the Standard, Rapid and Blitz local 
grades/ratings entered. It must be entered if the Local Standard, Rapid or Blitz grade/rating is 
entered. 

Standard 
Optional. Local standard play grade/rating for the player 

Rapid 
Optional. Local rapid play grade/rating for the player 

Blitz 
Optional. Local blitz grade/rating for the player 

Club 
Optional. The chess club which is related to this player. For information only. 

School 
Optional. The school which is related to this player. For information only. 

ECF 
These are the players ECF details from the loaded ECF Grading List based on the ECF Number. 



Code 
Optional. This is the players ECF Code. If entered and the ECF Master list has been loaded, the ECF 
Players Grades and ECF Clubs will be displayed from the ECF Master list. 
If creating a new player, the ECF Code can be entered and all the players details (name, gender, dob) 
will be copied from the ECF Grading List. 
If you click on the button with three dots on next to this field it will display the ECF Master List 
dialogue which will allow you to search for a player on the ECF Grading List, if the list has been 
loaded. 

Mem No 
Optional. ECF membership number. If ECF Membership list has been loaded and the ECF No has 
been loaded, it will be displayed from the ECF Membership list. 
If creating a new player, the ECF Membership Number can be entered and all the players details 
(name, gender, dob) will be copied from the ECF Membership List. 
If you click on the button with three dots on next to this field it will display the ECF Master List 
dialogue which will allow you to search for a player on the ECF Master List, if the list has been loaded 

 

Grades 
These are the players ECF Standard play, rapid play grades for the player from the ECF Grading list (if 
the list have been loaded and an ECF Coder has been entered). 

Existing Clubs 
These are the players ECF Clubs from the ECF Grading list (if the list has been loaded and an ECF 
Code has been loaded). 

New Club 
Optional. If a player has a new club (which isn’t a club for the player on the ECF Grading List) a new 
ECF Club can be selected from the list of ECF Clubs. 

FIDE 
These are the players FIDE Rating details, which will be displayed from the FIDE Rating list, if the list 
has been loaded. 

No 
Optional. The FIDE Number for the player. If entered, the details for the player will be displayed from 
the FIDE Rating list, if the list has been entered. 
If creating a new player, the FIDE No can be entered and all the players details (name, gender, dob) 
will be copied from the FIDE Rating List. 
If you click on the button with three dots on next to this field it will display the FIDE Master List 
dialogue which will allow you to search for a player on the FIDE Rating List, if the list has been 
loaded. 

 



Title 
The FIDE Title for the player (eg GM, WGM), which will be displayed from the FIDE Rating list (if the 
FIDE Rating list has been loaded and the FODE No for the player has been entered) 

Ratings 
The FIDE Standard play, rapid play and blitz play ratings for the player from the FIDE Rating list (if the 
FIDE Rating list has been loaded and the FODE No for the player has been entered) 

Nation 
The FIDE Nations for the player from the FIDE Rating list (if the FIDE Rating list has been loaded and 
the FODE No for the player has been entered) 

Exported Tournament 
If the player has been included on an exported tournament, a warning will be displayed. 

 

 


